
 

 

                                                                                                                  

                                                            
 

 

 

 

 

Forex 

USDINR 62.6575 62.7550 62.6300 

EURINR 70.9650 71.1000 70.8375 

GBPINR 96.6000 96.9000 96.5850 

JPYINR 52.6000 52.7000 52.3600 
 

 

 

 

International 

Gold 1202.9 1204.9 1190.5

Silver 16.355 16.5 16.105

Copper 2.587 2.664 2.565

Crude 49.37 50.3 48.72

N Gas 2.894 2.973 2.840

B Crude 59.150 60.260 58.130
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Open High Low 

Metals & Energies 

Gold 26228 26259 25976 

Silver 36314 36546 35760 

Copper 354.45 366.85 354 

Nickel 876 899.2 872.4 

Lead 109.25 110.45 108.9 

Zinc 127 128.7 126.4 

Aluminium 110.9 112.6 110.75 

Crude 3103 3153 3058 

Natural Gas 182 185.7 178.3 
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 62.6675 62.5150 62.5700 62.6225 62.7950 62.9200

 70.8550 70.6825 70.7475 70.7900 71.0025 71.1075

 96.6700 96.5250 96.5725 96.6050 96.8075 96.9025

 52.3825 52.2100 52.2650 52.3275 52.5000 52.6150

1190.5 1204.7  USD Index 94.440 95.010

16.105 16.428  EURUSD 1.1333 1.1358

2.565 2.639  GBPUSD 1.5452 1.5474

48.72 49.21  USDCNY 6.2551 6.2551

2.840 2.906  USDCHF 0.9510 0.9524

58.130 58.690  USDINR 62.1790 62.3900

Close S3 S2 S1 R1 R2 

 26059 25668 25803 25942 26247 26422

 35974 35004 35371 35698 36304 36755

 362.4 352.6 355.6 358.9 365.8 369.3

 887 835.0 854.0 871.0 901.8 918.1

 109.2 102.4 104.8 107.0 112.2 114.4

 128.2 122.1 124.2 126.2 130.2 132.4

 111.5 105.6 107.6 109.5 113.6 115.6

 3122 2971 3024 3073 3184 3241

 184.9 169.2 174.4 179.5 190.9 198.0
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62.9200 63.0550 Neutral 

71.1075 71.2725 Neutral 

96.9025 97.0575 Neutral 

52.6150 52.7600 Neutral 

95.010 94.380 94.630 

1.1358 1.1288 1.1340 

1.5474 1.5402 1.5457 

6.2551 6.2551 6.2551 

0.9524 0.9470 0.9503 

62.3900 61.9100 62.2410 

R3 Direction 

26422 26585 Sell 

36755 37229 Sell 

369.3 373.3 Buy 

918.1 930.9 Neutral 

114.4 116.8 Neutral 

132.4 134.3 Buy 

115.6 117.9 Buy 

3241 3295 Buy 

198.0 204.9 Buy 



 

 

                                                                                                                  

                                                            
 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 26499   

Apr-15 26059 Spot to Active

Jun-15 26230 Spot to Next

Aug-15 27126 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 26153 26059 

Volume 18324 17986 

Open Interest 8115 8417 
 

Gold rebounded from the lowest level in seven weeks as investors w

an immediate increase. Bullion for immediate delivery rose as much as 

the lowest price since Jan. 5.Yellen signaled that a change in the Fed’s guidance on interest rates won’t lock the central ba

imminent, according to testimony before the Senate Banking Committee on Tuesday. U.S. equities advanced to a record and the dollar declined after the remarks. Yellen i

scheduled to appear on Wednesday before the House Financial Services 

of a first move in the Fed funds rate from September to October. Higher

in 2013 and 2014 on prospects for an increase in the world’s largest economy. The Fed hasn’t boosted borrowing costs since 2006.Yellen repeated that the Fed

on raising rates means an increase is unlikely for “at least the next couple” of meetings. Still, a modific

be warranted at any meeting,” she said. Looking ahead in today’s we expect Mcx gold prices to open gap up and trade higher however we expect back home with Union Bud

Saturday this week and expectations of import duty cut could trigger volatility by the end of the week and pull the prices down

however technical indicators being in oversold suggest correction 
 

 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 36435   

Mar-15 35974 Spot to Active

May-15 36424 Spot to Next

Jul-15 37116 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 36199 35974 

Volume 30525 30174 

Open Interest 8210 8431 
 

 
 

 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 355.4   

Feb-15 362.4 Spot to Active

Apr-15 366.15 Spot to Next

Jun-15 372.2 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 355.9 362.4 

Volume 33330 56122 

Open Interest 11639 10209 
 

Copper prices jumped the most in more than a week amid signs that global supplies will tighten.BHP Billiton Ltd., the world’s

to cut project spending to the lowest since 2010. Copper also rose as the dollar fell 0.2 percent against a basket of 10 curr

assets. The miners are starting to cut back, and that should be supportive for copper down the road. Copper delivery in three months rose 2 percent to 

on the London Metal Exchange, the biggest gain since Feb. 12.Stockpiles tracked by the LME fell 1.4 p

inventories rose to a 12-month high. We are seeing the first signs of stronger fundamentals that could support a recovery in prices. Copper futures fo

at 2.626$ in the early trade today at 7.45 am IST after prices climbed 

expect we expect prices to trade with appositive bias as the Chinese comes back after the lunar year holiday today and remain

can erase bearishness in the near term. 
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Gold 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active -440 

Spot to Next -269 

 627 

Change 

-94 

-338 

302 

Gold rebounded from the lowest level in seven weeks as investors weighed the outlook for U.S. interest rates after Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen downplayed the possibility of 

for immediate delivery rose as much as 1.03 percent to $1,209.70 an ounce and was at $1,209 at7.30 AM IST. Gold

the lowest price since Jan. 5.Yellen signaled that a change in the Fed’s guidance on interest rates won’t lock the central bank into a timetable for tightening and no rate rise is 

e Senate Banking Committee on Tuesday. U.S. equities advanced to a record and the dollar declined after the remarks. Yellen i

scheduled to appear on Wednesday before the House Financial Services Committee. The market took the testimony as slightly more dovish than before and moved the expectation 

October. Higher rates curb gold’s appeal because the metal generally gives returns only through price gains, and bullion fell 

or an increase in the world’s largest economy. The Fed hasn’t boosted borrowing costs since 2006.Yellen repeated that the Fed

on raising rates means an increase is unlikely for “at least the next couple” of meetings. Still, a modification of that stance would be a signal that the so

Looking ahead in today’s we expect Mcx gold prices to open gap up and trade higher however we expect back home with Union Bud

turday this week and expectations of import duty cut could trigger volatility by the end of the week and pull the prices down. Hence we advise traders to wait for confirmation 

however technical indicators being in oversold suggest correction and we expect to trade with positive bias in today’s trade. 

Silver 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active -461 

Spot to Next -11 

 681 

Change 

-225 

-351 

221 

Copper 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active 7 

Spot to Next 10.75 

 16.8 

Change 

6.5 

22792 

-1430 

Copper prices jumped the most in more than a week amid signs that global supplies will tighten.BHP Billiton Ltd., the world’s biggest mining company, announced plans on Monday 

to cut project spending to the lowest since 2010. Copper also rose as the dollar fell 0.2 percent against a basket of 10 currencies, boosting the appeal of commodities as alternative 

rting to cut back, and that should be supportive for copper down the road. Copper delivery in three months rose 2 percent to 

on the London Metal Exchange, the biggest gain since Feb. 12.Stockpiles tracked by the LME fell 1.4 percent to 295,500 tons, the biggest decline since May 28. On Monday, 

month high. We are seeing the first signs of stronger fundamentals that could support a recovery in prices. Copper futures fo

prices climbed 2 percent to $2.6395 a pound at the Comex in New York in yesterday’s trade

trade with appositive bias as the Chinese comes back after the lunar year holiday today and remain in the narrow range
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eighed the outlook for U.S. interest rates after Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen downplayed the possibility of 

. Gold dropped to $1,190.52 on Tuesday, 

nk into a timetable for tightening and no rate rise is 

e Senate Banking Committee on Tuesday. U.S. equities advanced to a record and the dollar declined after the remarks. Yellen is 

vish than before and moved the expectation 

rates curb gold’s appeal because the metal generally gives returns only through price gains, and bullion fell 

or an increase in the world’s largest economy. The Fed hasn’t boosted borrowing costs since 2006.Yellen repeated that the Fed’s pledge to be patient 

ation of that stance would be a signal that the so-called liftoff in rates “could 

Looking ahead in today’s we expect Mcx gold prices to open gap up and trade higher however we expect back home with Union Budget on 

we advise traders to wait for confirmation 

 

 

gest mining company, announced plans on Monday 

encies, boosting the appeal of commodities as alternative 

rting to cut back, and that should be supportive for copper down the road. Copper delivery in three months rose 2 percent to settle at $5,785 a metric ton 

ercent to 295,500 tons, the biggest decline since May 28. On Monday, 

month high. We are seeing the first signs of stronger fundamentals that could support a recovery in prices. Copper futures for May delivery marginally down 

2 percent to $2.6395 a pound at the Comex in New York in yesterday’s trade. Looking ahead in today’s trade we 

in the narrow range. However any close above 364 



 

 

                                                                                                                  

                                                            
 

 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 109.7   

Feb-15 109.2 Spot to Active

Mar-15 110.55 Spot to Next

Apr-15 111.6 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 109.05 109.2 

Volume 7097 8224 

Open Interest 3697 3631 
 

 
 

 

 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 127.65   

Feb-15 128.2 Spot to Active

Mar-15 128.95 Spot to Next

Apr-15 128.25 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 126.65 128.2 

Volume 7876 10085 

Open Interest 3115 2723 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Spread Update 

Expiry Price Basis 

Spot 3075   

Mar-15 3122 Spot to Active

Apr-15 3237 Spot to Next

May-15 3347 Spot to Far 

PVO Analysis 

 Prev Close Close 

Price 3096 3122 

Volume 177780 165953 

Open Interest 29077 26919 
 

Crude oil prices rose in early Asia on Wednesday despite an industry report that showed a sizeable build in U.S. stocks, but also showed sharp draws on distillates as

perk up on cold weather. The American Petroleum Institute said cr

dropped 1.6 million barrels. Later Wednesday, the U.S. Department of Energy will release its more closely

crude oil for delivery in April rose 0.04% to trade at $49.30 a barrel at 8 am IST.

on a deal to extend Greece’s bailout by four months. The Euro group approved Greece's list of reform proposals earlier in the day, paving the way for a fo

country's bailout program. Industry research group Baker Hughes

year and compared to a decline of 84 rigs in the preceding week. Oil prices have fallen sharply in recent months as OPEC resi

fastest pace in more than three decades, creating a glut in global supplies.

and further direction depends on the inventories actual scheduled to
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Lead 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active -0.5 

Spot to Next 0.85 

 1.9 

Change 

0.15 

1127 

-66 

Zinc 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active 0.55 

Spot to Next 1.3 

 0.6 

Change 

1.55 

2209 

-392 

Crude 

Spread 

  

Spot to Active 47 

Spot to Next 162 

 272 

Change 

26 

-11827 

-2158 

an industry report that showed a sizeable build in U.S. stocks, but also showed sharp draws on distillates as

perk up on cold weather. The American Petroleum Institute said crude stocks rose 8.9 million barrels last week, while distillate holdings fell 2.4 million barrels and gasoline supplies 

dropped 1.6 million barrels. Later Wednesday, the U.S. Department of Energy will release its more closely-watched estimates of U.S. stocks. On the New York Mercantile Exchange, 

crude oil for delivery in April rose 0.04% to trade at $49.30 a barrel at 8 am IST. Overnight, crude oil futures  recover after  earlier weakness after euro zone finance ministers agreed 

bailout by four months. The Euro group approved Greece's list of reform proposals earlier in the day, paving the way for a fo

Baker Hughes said Friday that the number of rigs drilling for oil in the U.S. fell by just 37 last week, the smallest weekly drop this 

year and compared to a decline of 84 rigs in the preceding week. Oil prices have fallen sharply in recent months as OPEC resisted calls to cut output, while the U.S. pumped at

fastest pace in more than three decades, creating a glut in global supplies.  Looking ahead in today’s trade we expect prices to trade in the ranges of 3160

and further direction depends on the inventories actual scheduled to be released at 9 pm IST. Technical indicators such as RSI and MACD still signalling
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an industry report that showed a sizeable build in U.S. stocks, but also showed sharp draws on distillates as heating oil sales 

ude stocks rose 8.9 million barrels last week, while distillate holdings fell 2.4 million barrels and gasoline supplies 

ks. On the New York Mercantile Exchange, 

Overnight, crude oil futures  recover after  earlier weakness after euro zone finance ministers agreed 

bailout by four months. The Euro group approved Greece's list of reform proposals earlier in the day, paving the way for a four-month extension of the 

ing for oil in the U.S. fell by just 37 last week, the smallest weekly drop this 

sted calls to cut output, while the U.S. pumped at the 

prices to trade in the ranges of 3160-3050 till the inventories 

signalling a downward move. 



 

 

                                                                                                                  

                                                            
 

 

 

 

Date Time (IST) Zone Data

25-02-2015 7:15am CNY HSBC Flash Manufacturing PMI

25-02-2015 8:30pm USD Fed Chair Yellen Testifies

25-02-2015 8:30pm USD New 

25-02-2015 9:00pm USD Crude Oil Inventories

25-02-2015 10:00pm EUR ECB President Draghi Speaks
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Economic Calendar 

Data Forecast

HSBC Flash Manufacturing PMI 49.6 

Fed Chair Yellen Testifies   

New Home Sales 477K 

Crude Oil Inventories  3.M 

ECB President Draghi Speaks   
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Forecast Previous 

49.7 

  

481K 

7.7M 

  


